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ANIS~ANUAR 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the online headline news extraction application. According to 
research, today's online news has grown 11 % year over year. Users nowadays are 
overwhehned with too much on the internet. The current online news also is not visible 
for user to read the news; this is because it is full of the advertisement and other 
umelated thing besides the news itself. This paper pmposes the proposal of an E-
Headlines News Extraction Framework that illustrated the extracted information on the 
news. This project will only cover the news reported or news available on the local 
online English newspaper and at the mean time try to extract the headlines of the news 
frrst. At the end of the project, it will highlight the application that can illustrate the 
extracted information on the news. 
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With the outburst of the World Wide Web, a wealth of data ou almost every subject has 
become available online. According to the statistical results by Miniwatts Marking 
Group, the growth of web users during this decade is over 200% and there are more than 
I billion Internet users from over 233 countries and world regions [1]. Generally, users 
retrieve Web data by browsing and keyword searching. Though all searches will produce 
links, there are limitations, and disadvantages in methodology. Data on the internet are 
not structured or ordered as from databases. Gathering and formatting data in desired 
way is what data extraction is all about. Data extraction is the ability to retrieve data 
from web, and to transform and transfer it in a pre-determined way. 
Cunningham (2004) said that "Information Extraction (IE) is a technology based on 
analyzing natural language in order to extract snippets of information" [2] . IE 
automatically fmds and extracts the relevant information to help people overcome 
infonnation overloading and it is usually used to extract specific information that people 
are interested in. According to Pinheiro et al, "IE system requires a module for the 
semantic analysis to understand and extract the required information" [3]. 
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According to Man I, Zhiguo and Maybin (2008), the information source can be 
classified into three main types, including free text, structured text and semi-structured 
text [4] . Originally, the extraction system focuses on free text extraction. Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques are developed to extract this type of 
information, The structured information usually comes from databases, which provide 
rigid or well defined formats of information, therefore, The other type is the semi 
structured information, which falls between free text and structured information. Web 
pages are a typical example of semi-structured information. 
This system is using wordPress. WordPress is an open source Content Management 
System (CMS), often used as a blog publishing application, powered by PHP and 
MySQL. It has many features including a plug-in architecture and a template system. 






Figure 1.1 : WordPress template hierarchy 
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What is news aggregator? In general Internet terms, a news aggregation website is a 
website where headlines are collected, usually manually, by the website owner. In 
computing, a feed aggregator, also known as a feed reader, news reader, RSS reader or 
simply aggregator, is client software or a Web application which aggregates syndicated 
web content such as news headlines, blogs, podcasts, and blogs in a single location for 
easy Vlewmg. 
Aggregator is a built in tools in the wordPress theme. The main function of aggregator is 
to subscribe the feed from others website. Aggregators reduce the time and effort needed 
to regularly check websites for updates, creating a unique information space or "personal 
newspaper". Once subscribed to a feed, an aggregator is able to check for new content at 
user-determined intervals and retrieve the update. 
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is a family of web feed formats used to publish 
frequently updated works- such as blog entry, news headline, audio and video in a 
standardizes format. An RSS document which is called a feed, web feed or channel 
includes full of summarized text, plus metadata such as publishing dates and authorship. 
Web feed benefits publishers by letting them syndicate content automatically. They 
benefits user who want to subscribe to timely updates from favored websites or to 
aggregate feeds from many site to one place. 
This project will propose a model or framework of web information extraction unit for 
extracting headline on the online news and developed a simple prototype system that can 
illustrate the extracted headline on the online news. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
According to research group by Nilsen/Net ratings a global leader in the internet media 
and market research, today' s online news have grew 11 % year over year [ 5] . Internet 
articles on news keep increasing. Users nowadays are overwhelmed with too much on 
the internet. The current online news is not visible for user to read the news; this is 
because it is full of the advertisement and other unrelated thing besides the news itself. 
People are getting hectic day by day, so they need something simple that can help them 
getting update of the current issues without spending much time on it. This project will 
come out with application that can extract the headlines and represent it in more simple 
way to make it easy to be captured by the user. By having this, the user can just review 
the headlines of the news for the day and choose which one that suit their interest and 
read it. 
1.3 Objective 
The objective of this system is to propose an E-Headline News Extraction Framework 
that illustrates the extracted information on the news. 
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1.4 Scope of Study 
To cope with the time and cost given, this project will only cover the news reported or 
news available on the local online English newspaper. At the mean time this project will 
frrst extract the news headlines and display it , as it was easy for the user to review the 




Information extraction is the process of identifying a pre-specified set of key data 
elements from a free-text data source [6,7,8]. In the survey perform by Norshuhanani 
(2009) for the counter- terrorism show the proposed information extraction framework 
consist of various technique text pre-processing, name entity recognition, conference 
resolution, entity extraction and linked list [9] . 
• Text Pre-processing 
The preprocessing algorithm should consider the cleansing of the text, only text-
based (no images, unwanted whitespace ), text tokenization and part-of-speech 
tagging. 
• Name Entity Recognition (NER) 
NER classified entities in the text into predefined categories such as names of 
person, organizations, locations, dates, time, quantities, monetary values, 
percentages and etc. 
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• Conference Resolution 
Conference resolution involves identifying different description of the same entity 
that have been identified by he NER module in the different parts of a text. It 
requires deeper analysis on syntactic and semantic chains of the information. 
• Entity Extraction 
Entity extraction algorithm identifies relevant facts in texts and their classification 
into a set of predefined categories of interest. 
• Linked List 
Link analysis is a technique of the data mining field concerns with extracting useful 
information from a large dataset of association between entities. 
In the other hand, the field study carry out, Robert Dale et al (2003) found the new 
approach to information extraction that neatly integrates top-down hypothesis driven 
information with bottom up data driven information called path-merging [10]. The 
template will provides top-down hypotheses as to the information find in text, the name 
entities identified in the text provide bottom up data that is merged with the hypotheses. 
However Bettina, Sergio and Andrew (2009), said that the effective solution to automate 
information extraction from web pages is represented by wrappers [11]. Wrapper 
associates a web page with an XML document. Bettina et al proposed schema-based 
wrapping approach that can range from capability of simply guiding and scheming the 
extraction and integration of required data from HTML document to the specification of 
structured yet easy extraction rule. 
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Conventional method for data extraction can be generally divided into four categories.; 
information extraction based on natural language processing, information extraction 
based on the wrapper surmning up the rule, information extraction based on ontology 
and information based on HTML structure. Hnan and Yang (2010) proposed the simple 
tree matching algorithm to extract data record from similar Web page, it will integrates 
the structural similarity of web page and its correlation with Xpath [12] . The drawback 
of this method is the algorithm can only extract the data from web with the same 
structured only. 
Hristo Tanev et al (2008) have come out with real time news event extraction for 
extracting the violent and disaster events from online news without using so mnch 
linguistic sophistication accurately and efficiently [13]. The news article have been 
collected through the Internet with the Europe Media Monitor (EMM). EMM is a web 
based news aggregation system that collects 40000 news articles from 1400 news 
sources in 35 languages each day. And then the input-data is geo-tagged, categorized 
and grouped into news cluster. Next, each cluster is processed by NEXUS (News cluster 
Event eXtraction Using language Structures). Their core slots are: date and location, 
number of killed and injured, kidnapped people and type of event. 
Pattern ! I Information 
. ~atch~!._.9 Aggregation 
Figure 2.1: The architecture of NEXUS 
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On the other hand, the research conduct by Jakub Piskorski et a! (2008), found a new 
approach to presents a real- time and multilingual news event extraction system that is 
real time event extraction processing chain [14]. It is capable of competently processing 
news in English, Italian, French and Arabic, which present descriptions of the latest 
crisis-related events around the world with a 10-minute delay. The results of the live 
event extraction are presented via a publicly reachable web page and can be also 
accessed with the Google Earth application. 
Figure 2.2: Real-time event extraction processing chain 
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Shuyi Zeng et al (2007) proposed a template-independent news extraction approach 
based on visual consistency [15]. They represent a page as a visual block tree. Their 
approach is by obtaining domain level visual consistency by using visual features. 
Visual consistency can direct to high extraction accuracy even though template 
consistency may be missing. But this method is only compatible with the V-wrapper 
domain only. 
On the other hand, the field study conduct by Yongquan Dong et al (2008) found a 
generic news extraction method that can easily identified news content based on a set of 
combined heuristics and to exact every part of news according to a predefined schema 
[16]. This approach does not depend on any template. It uses the common principles of 
news to identify the news articles and does not consider any concrete tags and structure. 
The drawback of this method is, still there are more modifications to be made on the 
algorithm so that it will be able to handle more types of error. 
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This is the sample of system layout from other application which I find have the 
similarities with my system. 
Google News. 
Google news is an automated news aggregator provided by Google Inc [17]. Google 
News provides searching, and the choice of sorting the results by date and time of 
publishing. 
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3.1 PROJECT METHODOLOGY 
In many ways building this system required four fundamental phases which are 
planning, analysis, design and implementation. This chapter will focus more on the 
methodology used to build the system. This system in this case uses prototyping-based 
methodology which falls under Rapid Application Development category. 
This project uses prototyping-based methodology which performs the analysis, design 
and implementation phase concurrently and all these three phases are performed 
repeatedly in a cycle until this system is completed [18]. With this methodology, the 
basics of analysis and design are performed, as for the system; I have done a lot of 
analysis based on other research related, and analysis on why the system is needed to 
help the user on getting update of the current issues. By using this methodology, the 
work immediately begins on a system prototype; a 'quick-and-dirty' program provides a 
minimal amount of features. 
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The first prototype is usually the first part of the system that the user will use. This is 
shown the users and the project sponsor who provide comments which are used to re-
analyze, re-design, and re-implemented a second prototype that provides few more 
features. This process will continue until the prototype provides enough functionality 
and satisfied the user and it will be released and used. After the system is released, 
refinement occurs until it is accepted as the new system. 
Figure 3.1: System methodology; prototyping-based 
\ 
The reason of choosing this type of methodology is to let the system to be improved for 
a better system in a future with the comments from the users. 
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3.1.1 Planning 
Planning phase is the fimdamental process of understanding on why the project is should 
be built and determining on how the management process of the project would go [18]. 
In this phased, the key aspect of the project must be ask, "Can the system being build?", 
"Will it give any benefit?" and lastly "If it was built, will it being used?". Apart from 
that, in this stage the project title is determined and how the project will valued to the 
target user. 
In this case, brainstorming and problem identification have been identified. From the 
problem that had been identified, the clear objective had been derived and the project 
title is proposed. Literature review had been conducted and the project activities and 
milestone (Gantt chart) had also been developed (See Appendices). 
3.1.2 Analysis 
Analysis phase is where the researches on current system, identify improvement from 
the current system and concepts on developing the system (18]. In the context of this 
project, research on the web data extraction system, techniques use, the type of method 
of extraction have been done. The understandings of the system have been congregated 
through the study of tl1e journal and paper done on the web data extraction. 
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3.1.3 Design 
The design phase decides how the system will operate, in terms of hardware, software 
and network infrastructure, the user interface, forms and the specific programs, 
databases and files that will be needed [18]. 1n other word, the steps in design phase 
determine exactly how the system will work. The framework and the architecture of the 
application have been done. The design phase will be the first phase of the iterative 
phase of the prototyping methodology. 
3.1.4 Implementation 
This is the final stage in the software life cycle before the first prototype is delivered. 
This is the most time-consuming phase, whereby all the programming, code-generating 
and the system improvement will be done to build the system as per user requirement. 
The prototype is build based on the deliverables in the design phase such as architecture 
design, interface design and database design. In the prototype based methodology, in this 
stage the 'quick and dirty' program that provides a minimal amount of features is 
delivered. The project will keep on growing or updating until there are enough features 
that have been implemented and after the review from the user. 
After implementing the draft system to be use to the user in the real environment, users 
gave their feedback for improvement. In this project the system will extract the online 
news and display the headlines first. 
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3.1.5 System Testing 
After the prototype is build, the system need to be tested with the user to make sure that 
the system is build as per user requirement. The user is the end-user/target audience who 
will be using the system. At this moment any faulty cause by the system will ne recorded 
for future use. 
Basically, this phase is done iteratively with the implementation phase as the testing 
need to be conducted when the prototype is build or upgraded. The test will be 
conducted in the user environment to get the best result of the testing. Any errors occur 
will be recorded. 
3.1.6 Final System 
When the project reached this phase, there will be no more iterative process. In other 
word, this is the last phase where all the prototypes are built completely and system is 
upgraded based on user feedbacks. The real product/ the final system will be delivered 
and lauuched at the end of the project milestone. And there will still be maintenance to 
keep the system reliable with the current situation. 
As for fmal year project, this project is developed up uutil first prototype of the system. 
For this system, the first prototype is aims to deliver the function of extracting the datal 
information as determined. 
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3.2 Proposed Framework 
Project framework is the fundamentals of project management which composed of nine 
knowledge areas: project integration management, project scope management, project 
time management, project cost management, project quality management, project human 
management, project communication management, project risk management, project 
procurement management and five processes: initiation, planning, executing, 
controlling, and closing [19). Below is the project framework 
Organizing the Set the scope of Identify the 
requirement project budget and 
and 
information 
Modifying Proto typing Create the 




Figure 3.2 : Proposed framework 
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Based on the figure 3.2 above, first thing have to be done is organizing the requirement 
and the information on the system. The requirement needed for this system is to make 
sure that the system is able to extract the information on the online news and to make 
sure that the news is auto updated. 
Second is, to set the scope of project. To cope with the time this project will extract the 
news headlines from the local online newspaper. The news extracted will be from the 
top news from the New Straits Times, The Star and Malay Mail. Next is, to identify the 
budget and resources, this is to make sure that the system can be done within the budget 
given and the resource that available. 
After that, create the milestone or the Gantt chart of the project work. This is to make 
sure that the project is well planned and can be fmished in the time given. And then, the 
first prototype will be delivered. Based on the review done by the user, some changes 
will be done and the system will be modified before the real system is being delivered. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 System Architecture 
This is the proposed E-Headlines news system structure for the Online News Headline 
Extraction project. 
Source Application Interface 
Providfrl 
ttttp://www.Mt. Atcrecator Domlin 





F1gure -1.1: System A rch1tecture 
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The figure 4.1 above shows the system architecture of the system. The sources of the 
system are from the news on the web. In the application of the system, there will be 
three main providers that are The Star, New Straits Times and Malay Mail. The 
aggregator or also own as feeds reader will subscribe the RSS feed of the top news from 
this three website. The aggregator will combine all the feeds to be put on a websites and 
augment it into the database. For a conclusion, this application will extract the headlines 
from the news, put it on the website and display it in the manner that satisfied the user 
need. 
4.2 System Process 
Below are all the steps and process that involved in building this system 
1. Buy the domain and the hosting 
F1gure 4. 2. 1: cPanel 
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3. Create database in the cPanel. The database is for the system' s website. 
Databases 
My & • • •"'-~ ,. ~ · M-.J 
MySQL® MySQL® phpMyAdmin Remote 
Databases Database MySQL 
Wizard 
F1gure -1.2.3.1 : MySql Database 
Create New Database 
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Figure 4.2.3.2 :Current Database 
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ACTIONS 
Delet e Database 
1'Jump to MySQL Databases 
In phypMyAdmin, the database create are for the table for receiving and publishing the 
news on the website. 
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Figure -1.2.3.3 : phpMyAdmm Database 
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4. Get the RSS from the online news website. 
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5. Paste the feed URL (RSS) into the aggregator. 
Aggregator Widget 
Aggregator Title: 
URL Link Here 
Display Type: @ List 0 Image 
show how many posts? 
Delete I Close 
Figure 4.2.5.1: Aggregator widget 
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Write the title of the aggregator into aggregator title and paste the URL of the RSS feed 
at the home page feeds. This is the news that will be displayed on the homepage of the 
website. 
Aggregator Widget: Top News on 
Agoregator Title: 
Top News on News Strait Times 
URL Link Here 
http :/fwww .nst.com .my 
Display Type: 0 List 0 Image 
show how many posts? 
5 
Delete I Close 
Aggreoator Widget: Top News on 
AQgregator Title: 
Top News on The Star 
URL Link Here 
http:/ jthestar .com .my .feedsportal. 
Display Type: 0 List 0 Image 
show how many posts? 
5 
F1gure -1.2.5.2: Home page feeds 
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6. Interface of the system. 
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About 
Hl there I Welcome to Xlradly News I Here, we det.'er news i1 sinple ~. 
You can browse our sle to get more lrtonnMion. i1 the homepage, we 
update~ news from mall newspaptf In Malaysia. So, you don1 nttd to 
browse many websHes 1-JSt to get headflts of the news. Everytting is herell 
The Xlradly News realy help me 1n gather lllfonnatton just il one place. 
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Figure -1. 2.6.1: About Xtractly News 
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Figure 4.2.6.2: Snapshot of the interface 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
This project highlights on the online news headline extraction that can be useful to the 
user. The main contribution of this project is the proposal of an E-Headlines News 
Extraction Framework that illustrated the extracted information on the news. This 
system will help user overcome the information overloading that encounter the net 
nowadays. By having this system, the user can retrieve the news that they are interested 
in faster without wasting so much time on it. This system also supports the green-
technology by reducing the browsing time and eventually save the energy. 
In future, this system can be enhanced by adding more extracted information on the 
news such as the summarization of the news. This system also can be upgrade by having 
a better interface. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1-1: Gant Chart of the project 
(First Phase) . 
Task/Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Identification of problem 
System proposal 




Research and literature 
reVIew 
Analysis on the requirement 
Submission of progress 
report X 
Developing the architecture 
. 
of the system 
Interim report submission X 
Developing the Graphical 
User Interface (Gill) 































Research and literature review on 
data extraction 
Analysis on the requirement 
Developing the architecture of the system 
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Test 
Phase 
Finish 
